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A KIND OF PHYSICS INTERPRETATIoNS OF

MATERIAL LENGTH SCALES

ABSTRACT

ZR．Song，J．I：Liu and EG Wei+

In the present research，a new mechanics model is presented and used to

characterize the trans。scale mechanical behavior from nano—scale to macroscopic

scale．In the mechanics model，both surlace effect and strain gradient effect are

considered．In order to interpret the physics meanings of the material length

Darameters included in the mechanics model，a neW method Will be used to represent

the length parameters and a clear ph37sics interpretation iS obtained．Specifically，vce

use both the strain gradient theory’and the Cauchy—Born rule to characterize the

mechanics behaviors and then make a linkage for both kinds of results according to

equivalence of strain energy densities．The values of the materials length parameters

included in the strain gradient theoo'are expressed with the physics parameters

included in the Cauchy—Born rule．As the example，for the face．centered cubic

metals，the values and variation trends of the length scale parameters are obtained．

Key Words：Mechanical behavior；Length scale；Surface effect；Strain gradient

9ffect；Cauchy‘Born rule

lNTRODUCTION

Recent researches have shown that the micro一／nanostructured materials or

materials at the micro．／nanoscale possess the superior mechanical．physics and

themical properties f 1—31．At the micro-／nanoscale，size efiects of mechanical

behavior often become prominent．and the、’are usually considered as a result from

imposed deformation gradients in cry’stalline materials f4—61．Recently,．several
studies emphasize that at the micro．／nanoscale．the sample geometrical size afiects
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the uniaxial compression tbr pure Ni and Ni-base alloys[8-9】and f’or Au
single

crystals f l 0．1 l 1．The stress-strain curves showed dramatic size ellects when sample

dimensions are at the micro-or submicron scale．Samples were machined trom a

buIk single crystal by tbcused ion beam milling，and hence they are considered to

haye identical initial internal structures．Size ere：cts are mainly induced by the

variation of sample geometrical sizes．

At the micro．／nanoscale．since material has a relatively high SSA，the surlace

energy effect becomes prominent．The surface stress effects on size-dependent

elastic properties of nanoscale structures have been studied widely【l 2一I 81．For

example，Gao et a1．fI 81 developed a finite element method to compute the SUrface

ener93，efl；ect which was described by，adopting a set of surface elastic constitutive

equations of Miller and Shenoy【l 9】、vithin a surlace layer and leading to introduce

the surface stress and strain components．However,it is difficult to measure the

surface stress tensor of solids experimentally．and it is stil：necessary to adopt the

atomistic simulations to calculate surface stresses or determine the surface elastic

constants．Recentl3，Park et a1．【20—2 l】presented a surface Cauchy—Born modeI to

study surface effects while the homogeneous deformation assumption is required．

In the pt·evious work by authors f221，the surface ener95，effect was assumed

to be prominent in governing size efkct on the mechanicaI behavior of single

cr5’stals，and the surface energY densfiy f y)was assumed as a materia：constant

、vithin a 1ength scale region from submicron 10 macroscopic scale．Based oil the

assumption．a continuum mechanics model considering the surface energy effect

was developed．A finite element method corresponding to the model was also

developed．The model was used to analy，ze the axial equilibrium strain variation of

a Cu nanowire and the size efiects of compression tests on the sub—micron scale

cyJinder specimens of Ni and Au single crystals．More recently。authors presented a

new model by which both strain gradient el诧ct and the interface effect on the

mechanical behavior were considered and used this model to characterize the

mechanicaI behavior of nanocrystalline materials f23]．
In the present studx，．we shall present a model by which both strain gradient

emct and the SUFface elkct wⅢbe considered．1n this model，the surlhce energy

density ur川be taken as an additional parameter．We expect that the ne、、，model can be

used to describe the trans—scale mechanicai behavior from nanoscale to macroscopic

scale for specimen sizes．We shaIl adopt a new method to obtain the physics

interpretations for materiaIIength scale incIuded in the model．

A TRANS—SCALE MECHANICS MoDEL

For specimen size at micron scale，in order to describe the size effect of

mechanical behavior．one can use the strain gradient theor5，．However．for specimen

size at the nano or submicron scale．besides the strain gradient eflbct．surface efiect

is also important．Theref、ore．it is necessary to develop a mechanics model by which

the size efl；ects of mechanicaI behavior fbr the specimen size at the nano or

submicron seaIe can be described．
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Referring to Figure．I，total energy stored in material body can be simply

《expressed as

Figure．1．A typical body The specific surface area(S／V)undergoes a huge change with
decreasing

the size of the body at nano or micro—scale

for a bulk material or for a

for specimen size at the

second term on the right

respectiVely,，W。=』tffdl。?
f?5

兀=1 wdl’ (1)

macroscopic scale case，and

兀2 j，Ⅵ例d 7+上h搬 (2)

nano or submicron scale，where the first term and the

side in eq．(2)are the strain energy and surface energy．

is the surface energy density．At the macroscopic

scale，1w_dS<<vdl 7．A questi。n should be presented that at what scale sc。Pe

，both strain energy,and surlhce energy’are comparable in magnitude，that is，

；墨w，dS～肛r．i．e．，

IVS。S～W·V，
纠， S

j_～石 (3)
14's 矿

V’

from order analysis．As we know，for metal material，仃}=200MPa，E／O-，=300，

K～0．3～1．ON．拧2／trl2，we have W～盯；／2E=105～106N．m／，723。SO that the above

equivalence is transferred to the following magnitude of the specific surface area．

。—竺～兰～106打z一‘ f41

≯ 氓 f’

蔓 Clearly，the comparison of the strain energy and surface energy depends on the

：magnitude of thc ratio of sur／ace to volume．From Eq，(4)，when specimen size is at

micron scale，surface energy is comparable to the strain energy in magnitude．When
specimen size iS smaller than micron scale，surface energy iS dominant．

． Considering a general version of strain gradient theory f24．251 and referring to

乜q．(2)，a trans-scale mechanics model can be described in the following variational

：equation，
一

≤j(％瑟口+r!，k6rl肚)dt’+d fTdSL』厶艿‰洲7一弘。万“。dS一』q．(D6“。)dS=o(5)
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Comparing with the strain gradient theory’scheme(see【241)，here an additional

term(the second integration term)is added．where S
7

is instant interface area．

An equivalent surthce energy’density’y is defined as follows

y=击，)¨sdS (6)y 5可J (6)
u

L、』f

Usually，Y is considered as a material parameter，and it is unchangeable with

surface stress．In the elastic case，strain energy density can be described as

l

'P2i(O。，E，+‰％) (7)

PHYSlCS MEANING OF THE LENGTH SCALE f．ARAMETERS

Generally．in elastic case．there are four parameters included in the trans．scale

mechanics model，eq．(5)，(E，l，． ，，． C)．where(iS the material length scale

parameter．These parameters can be determined through comparing simulation

result based On thc theoretical mode J v,ith experimental result as previous studies．

1n the present research，XVe USe a new method to determine the length scales in order

to make their physics meaning clear．、~7e consider the simple CaSe：non．uniform

expansion of a spherical sample that displacement iS the second．order relation of

radius coordinate．We can easily,find the mechanics solution based on the strain

gradient theory．We expect that the corresponding solution can be obtained based on

the Cauchy7一Born rule as described in the foIlowing sub．section．

The ClllJchy-Born Rule：

By the Cauch37Born rule，the relationship of relative atomic distances after and

before deformation iS assumed as

rji=F·R。 (8)

where
rv

is the relative atomic distance in the deformation configuration，R。is

the relative atomic distance in the initial configuration，F is the deformation

gradient．The interaction between atoms is governed through potentials，such as the

Lennard—Jones(L—J)pair potential，

北户4㈣”州]
in which，t＼vo atoms i andj are at the relative distance r．The parameters

represent the energy at the minimum in痧h)and the distance to zero．

e and r

Restricted to classical lattice static，the energy contribution E．of atom{to

the potential energy call be expressed as

‘=去∑妒(。) (10)
二，≠'

Using equation(8)to(1 0)，we have
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Figure 2 Length scale values based on the microscopic physics parameters
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using equations(I 5)and(1 6)．and referring to the nncroscoDc physics

parameters fbr different FCC metals．、~’e have obtained the values of
corresponding

length scale parameters．as shown in Figure 2(relationship between length scale

Daran'leter with delbrmation gradient)．From figure 2．within the conventional

region of the def、0nnation gradient，the values of the length scale parameters for

several FCC metals change from 0．5 nanometer to 3 nanometers．1t IS very

interesting and worth noting that for the typical FCC metals，the values of the

Iength scale parameters predicted based on the mlcroscoDc physics method are

very near that based on the method b>’simulating experiments，as prev ious studies

on the strain gradient theories．

CoNCLUSIoN

In the present study，a trans-scale mechanICS modeI has been presented，by

which both strain gl‘adient effects and surlace effect are considered．We expect that

by，using the mechanics model，one can describe the mechanical behavior from

nanoscaIe to macroscopic scale．About determln,ng the matermis parameters

included i11 the mechanics model，a relationship between the material length scale

parameter，and the microscopic physics parameters has been established by，using

an equivalent method for both the simplifled sh。ain gradient elasticity theory,and the

Cauchy．Born rule．The length scale parameter values t’of the typical FCC metals

(Cu，AI，Ni，Ag，Au，Pt and Pd)have been studied systematically,'．The results have

sho、、tn that the ranges of，based on the microscopic physics method are consistent

、“th that based on simulating experimental results．Through present study，we have

made the physics meaning of the material length scale much clear．
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